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A week-old roe fawn in my wood (Allotments Plantation)
Photo by Patrick Grove-White

Patrick Grove-White: I was only very brief taking the photo as its mum was
worrying nearby, so I didn’t wait for the fly to get off the fawn’s face (this is
one of the main reasons why I have to restrict the public and dogs from
wandering around Allotments Plantation).
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Dry Conditions: Affpuddle garden

Thriving in the dry weather Photo by Adrian Middleton

Adrian Middleton: The Caryopteris shrub in my garden has flourished during
this year's dry conditions, producing abundant bright blue flowers which have
attracted many bumblebees, like this one, for pollen and nectar.
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Dry Conditions: Long-tailed Tit at Affpuddle

Helen Frost: The Long-tailed Tit was sitting with its mouth open simply to cool
down. Birds cannot sweat, so like dogs they pant with their mouths open to
stop heat loss. This is known as “gular fluttering” - the avian version of
panting. The panting can increase in speed and the birds may sometimes open
their mouths even wider to get greater cooling levels.
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Dry Conditions: Briantspuddle lawn

Common Cat’s-ear thriving in the dry lawn (less mowing – hurrah!)
Photos by Margaret Cheetham
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On the Fishing Lake
Roger Hewitt: Little Egrets have increased, with eight in one tree on the fishing
lake, obviously taking advantage of the low water meadows, which makes it
easier to catch some fish.

Little Egrets Photos by Roger Hewitt
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Leafhopper
Photo by Adrian Middleton

Adrian Middleton: Night lights can be helpful when enabling us to spot our
nocturnal wildlife including lots of moths and many other creatures we might
otherwise not see. And so it was recently when I discovered a very small insect
near my moth trap which at first glance gave the impression it was a new moth
species for me. This was enough to persuade me to photograph it without
further thought or delay but just after so doing it hopped off into nowhere.
That got me thinking! The photo provides some indication of colour; it was
about 13 mm long (big for a leafhopper) and the “ears” do stand out rather.
In my intermittent discussions with Hamish Murray, he tells me it is the Eared
Leafhopper (Ledra aurita). Apparently it can be very difficult to see on lichens,
its favourite location but is attracted to artificial light such as moth traps
provide. There may be more around than we think but I’m glad I had spotted it
– a “first” in any case for me.”
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Sika Hind and calf at Moreton
Photo by Helen Frost

Many thanks to: Ian Cross, Wildlife Advisor,
Campbell De Burgh, Briantspuddle Community Website
Margaret Cheetham, Editor
Please send your contributions to macheetham@hotmail.co.uk.
I will confirm receipt. If you don’t hear from me it means I haven’t received your email, so
please make contact through
Briantspuddle Community Website and we’ll sort out a Plan B.
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